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Medical supply
chain in Africa: the
diagnosis

Challenges highlighted by the COVID-19 pandemic
Regarding medical devices, medicines and equipment

Medical sovereignty challenge
overall over-dependence on foreign
supply (from raw materials to
Lack of production capacities and
finished products)
capabilities

Lack of local industrial skills and
competences, even if some
regions are better equipped today
Access to initial commodities Lack of effective cross-border
supply capabilities,
proven to be difficult
except in some specific regions
(Eastern and Southern Africa)

Planning disruptions resulting from
global trade and transport disruptions

Handwashing: yes,
but it takes more to win the COVID war

Establishing a supply chain in Africa
Defining the issue (s)

#Time factor

#Investment incentives

#Market relevance

A very positive outcome of the COVID-19
pandemic is an increased awareness of the
medical supply chain challenges and an
unprecedented sense of urgency. While
everyone - from existing and potential
suppliers to local authorities - understands
that fast-tracking the development of
manufacturing capabilities across the
continent is needed, it is clear that things will
take time - especially because the human
competences, from a healthcare perspective
and from an industrial perspective, are still
missing.

If we have to consider strategic partnerships
with foreign players, then we have to define
what it takes to bring them in and contribute
to the investments needed to develop a
medical manufacturing and supply chain
across Africa.
Challenges at stake include
• Market sizing
• Investment process and practicalities
• Project scalability
• Conditions for long-term commitment

Finally, we have to look at the right avenues
from a business perspective, i.e. focus on
those diseases and needs that are specific to
the African people. The purpose is to not to
develop ‘life-style’ medicines but life-saving
medicines and treatments, together with a
more robust healthcare infrastructure across
the continent especially in the rural areas
where still 65% of African live today.
Market-relevance will require to conduct
proper market studies and enhance African
capabilities in statistics and data analysis, and
therefore also reinforcing local competences.

“The time factor means that strategic
partnerships are needed - those that
able to bring real value to the African
healthcare industries”.

“Investment incentives need to be
aligned with the overall objective of to
increasing and improving African
production capacities.”

“Market-relevance, i.e. a stronger focus
on the issues affecting the continent,
will help us define the right marketreadiness strategies.”

Our proposed
approach

Our proposed approach
Business development

Step 1 - Partnerships

Step 2 - ‘Move up market’ strategy

1. Bringing to Africa the right solutions from abroad Focus: protective equipment, rapid diagnosis
solutions
2. Providing support on initial and secondary
packaging with health recommendations and
information that are aligned with market needs,
thus adding value to the product
3. Offering to our partners market access and support
on go-to-market strategy, therefore creating
incentives for commitments and investments. We
provide access to public and private clients.

1. Installing production capacities in strategic African
hubs, able to serve as entry points to supply various
countries at once within a given region.
2. Conducting trainings to develop local workforce to
manufacture products and devices for the local use,
and create and effective industrial capacity

4. Fine-tuning and adjusting product offering
depending on market reactions

3. Developing ‘points of care’ to better deliver
products and devices to final users - with a focus on
African ‘medical deserts’ in rural areas

4. Partnering with / recruiting scientific research teams
to enhance diagnosis offer across the continent Malaria, Drepanocytose, HIV…

Our proposed approach
Policy shaping
Step 1 - Market-sizing exercise

Step 2 - Policy-shaping

1. Launching a pan-African or at least a series of
regional epidemiological surveys to understand the
needs and the healthcare trends for African patients
- It could be a private-public partnership, with
specific focus on the ‘African diseases’
2. Translating survey results into actionable plans and
priorities regarding the deployment of medical
solutions, healthcare infrastructure, industrial
capacities - Define proper targets and metrics to
move ahead
3. Conducting a campaign re-health investments to
deliver against the proposed plan, with a ‘win-win’
partnership’ models
4. Defining a ‘hub strategy’ to allow for some key
African countries to specialize in producing some
equipments / devices or medicines - Making it
worthwhile for them to join the effort

1. Considering the AfCFTA as an instrument to boost
healthcare capabilities and push for applying
primarily to medical devices and commodities,
medicines and equipment all key measures (ending
tariff + non-tariff barriers, free movement of goods)
2. Leveraging game-changing solutions (track and trace
technologies for goods) for healthcare logistics and
trade across the continent
3. Sensitizing African governments on all key issues to
be solved to make a single African healthcare
market a reality: freedom of establishment (key
industries), intellectual and industrial property (to
better value and monetize African innovations),
4. Harmonization of regulations to allow for mass
production, with support of advising bodies like
ARSO
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